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Abstract 

Roland Perényi's book dealing with the social history of crime in Budapest, published in 2012, 

can be considered the first modern processing of the history of crime in Hungary (Perényi 

2012). In a separate chapter, this book attempts to spatially localize crime in Budapest in the 

age of dualism and to describe the work of the “monitoring, prevention, and discovery” police 

and the social map of the ever-expanding city. An essential aspect in the analysis of 

contemporary criminal geographic conditions is the presence or absence of a police presence 

and the location of built institutions of law enforcement, captains and guardrooms in urban 

space. The starting point of the present study is that, in parallel with the geography of crime, in 

addition to the spatial analysis of crime, the subject of the examinations may also be the research 

of historical sources on the housing conditions of police buildings and police officers. An 

important point for the adequate living conditions of the Budapest policemen, as well as the 

retention power of the police, was housing, which could have a significant impact on the private 

living space and disciplinary conditions of the police staff, changes in police numbers and 

criminal investigation and prosecution. 
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1. Housing options for police guards in a period of dualism 

Part of the police crew was housed in barracks set up in buildings rented from the city 

government from the 1860s. As this system could not be financially viable in the long run, the 

Home Affairs Government intended to build a state-owned, state-of-the-art, high-capacity 

barracks that fully complied with police considerations. In April 1884, the Interior Minister 

approached the capital with a request to designate a corresponding area from the empty city 

plots next to the public cemetery (today: District VIII, Fiumei út Tomb Garden) for the 

construction of a cavalry-police barracks and a prison. The sent committee selected the 1,500-
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square-meter area on the right side of Kerepesi Street, opposite the plot handed over to the 

Hungarian State Railway Pension Institute, bounded by Mosonyi, Festetics and Juranics Streets, 

as the most suitable for the purpose (Fővárosi Ügyek 1884). 

 

Construction could begin two years later. From the justification of the bill submitted by Prime 

Minister and Minister of the Interior Kálmán Tisza, it can be learned that at that time, the state 

police rented four properties in the capital for barracks purposes in Eötvös Street, Aradi Street, 

Városliget and Lipót Boulevard. In 1886, 578 of the executive police staff had accommodation 

in one of the barracks, and 192 received support (housing money). Two officers – the Chief 

Commander of Police and a Supervisor – and 273 police officers had neither accommodation 

nor rent support, and the tenancy of three barracks was coming to an end. In the prime minister's 

opinion, the public service interest requires the proper placement of the police, so it is necessary 

to build a police barracks. The police barracks were planned to house 400 infantry and 120 

cavalry police officers, 4 officers and some police officers, and a stable for 120 service horses. 

The location of the barracks was not accidentally designated next to the Eastern Railway 

Station. By being placed close to a busy point, it was possible to easily reach various parts of 

the Pest side of the capital on the straight, wide streets running from here. 

The management, supervision, and control of crews in the building also proved beneficial from 

a service point of view. At the same time, the Prime Minister indicated that more construction 

would be required in the future because the barracks were not large enough to accommodate all 

the police. With the expiration of existing contracts, care must also be taken to accommodate 

the remaining staff (House of Representatives meeting on May 3, 1886). XV. Act was 

promulgated by the legislature on May 22 (Act XV of 1886). The ceremonial handover of the 

barracks on Mosonyi Street took place on November 15, 1886. Here he received a free 

apartment from the Chief Commander of Police and his deputy, the Chief Inspector of Police, 

the Inspector of Cavalry, a Sergeant of the Infantry and Cavalry. The police Headquarters' 

cavalry officers, the police recruits who spent six months training here, and the reserve 

department were given free accommodation here (Jelentés 1895). 

During the millennium celebrations of 1896, it became necessary to build separate barracks in 

order to accommodate the police during the series of ceremonies. The Minister of the Interior 

and Chief Captain Sándor Sélley convinced the leadership of the capital that the barracks built 

at 65 Hermina Street outside the exhibition area would become the property of the treasury. A 

guard of 100-120 people would be placed here, which will perform its public security service 

in Városliget, Angyalföld and on the outskirts of the area (A kiállítási rendőrség 1895). Other 
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buildings continued to be leased in addition to the state-owned barracks on Mosonyi Street and 

Hermina Street.1 Nevertheless, during the period of the Monarchy, the full deployment of the 

Budapest police, which increased from 620 to almost 2,570 between 1881 and 1914, could not 

be realized. 

Another form of police accommodation was “guardroom” accommodation. Due to the growth 

of the area of Budapest and the large-scale population growth, an increasing number of 

guardrooms were established. These had to be rent out every 2-3 years by the police, but there 

were some that were handed over free of charge by public authorities, public and private 

institutions, companies or factories. The guardroom usually consisted of a dormitory and a 

bathroom, as well as the office of the commander of that guardroom. For each guardroom, great 

attention was paid to the hygienic conditions and to the fact that the building had a separate 

“reporting room” so that civilians would not disturb the police officers who were currently 

spending their rest time. The guardroom accommodation only functioned as a resting place for 

the police officers whose service was held in parallel. It was used exclusively by unmarried 

women, widows, or police officers living away from their families (Jelentés 1895, Jelentés 

1900, Jelentés 1909). 

 

2. Individual housing problems of police officers 

Budapest Chief Captain Béla Rudnay first mentioned the police staff's individual housing 

problems in his 1899 summary report to the Interior Minister. Primarily beginner, 2nd class 

police officers (757 people) and cavalry police officers (141 people) housed in the Mosonyi 

street barracks were involved in the housing issue. The vast majority of them, like the rest of 

the guards, had family.2 These two groups did not receive “rent allowance,” and if the police 

officer requested accommodation in one of the barracks, he was inevitably separated from his 

family. “So it is the married, family people who need all the money the most, they are even 

forced to keep an apartment out of their meager 420 forints. And this circumstance, in contrast 

to the great cost, makes their livelihood almost unbearable. Many of them get into trouble, get 

into debt, and are forced to look for housing on remote plots and even in nearby villages, which 

again does not benefit the service.” (Jelentés 1990, 56.) 

 

                                                           
1 The annual reports of the chief captain mention the following rented barracks: II. Iskola Street 44., II. Medve 

Street 3., VI. Felső erdősor 50., VII. Bíbor Street 8., IX. Remete Street 5-7. 
2 In 1899, 82% of the police crew (1356 people) were married, 16% were unmarried (274 people) and 2% were 

widows (43 people). Statements on marital status did not include police officers' children (Jelentés (1900) 51–52; 

56.). 
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Although the experience showed that married police officers were a stable, long-serving part of 

the guard, severe financial and family problems (e.g., poor housing conditions and resulting 

illnesses, marital strife) resulting from a lack of housing money had a repercussion on service 

and police stability. As a result of the demoralizing circumstances, these police officers could 

become inactive and unkind in the service. Even under the strictest control and supervision, it 

could be easier for them to leave their service or intentionally commit a disciplinary offense to 

fire them. Of course, all this was to the detriment of the service and the treasury because those 

who had already been trained and graduated from police school were replaced by new recruits, 

and the cost, time, and effort of teaching them were wasted. Most of the pedestrian police 

officers were away from the duty station in the capital, and the guardrooms served only as 

resting places (they did not have enough beds for all police officers), but the management could 

not have such an inhuman expectation that the police officer lived separately from his family. 

 

Nevertheless, it was common for the head of the family to be forced to send his relatives home 

to the countryside for financial reasons. Because it was not necessarily possible to maintain a 

private home on its own, married police officers usually lived in a flat with families from lower 

social classes, while unmarried women mostly lived with a "lonely female person." The 

captain's reports specifically point out that this way of life can pave the way for moral depravity 

and deviance from which the order's soldier must be protected: “The chief captain considered 

it necessary that from the day of their finalization, all police officers, without exception, should 

receive ‘housing money’ to "make the police service better by helping married, family police 

officers." (Jelentés 1901, 60; Jelentés 1902, 57; Jelentés 1903, 68-69.) Finally, in 1904, the 

government regulated the amount of personal allowance for state employees, including the 

Budapest State Police members. The second class policemen and troopers got 240 crowns of 

housing money per year by law (1904. évi I. törvénycikk az állami alkalmazottaknak 

engedélyezendő pótlékokról; 1904. évi 530. M. E. számú rendelet az állami alkalmazottak 

részére pótlékok engedélyezése tárgyában). According to the salary regulations issued in 1909, 

housing money of 400 crowns per year was paid quarterly to all police officers who did not 

receive a placement (Illetménytáblázat 1909). The rent arrangement somewhat improved the 

guards' living conditions while consolidating the police force's retaining power for the 

remaining years of peace. 
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3. Police flats in the Citadel 

During the retaliation following the defeat of the revolution and the war of independence in 

1848-1849, the Austrian command decided to build a fortress on Gellért Hill (in previous 

battles, the artillery fired on the Austrian guard of the Buda castle from here). The construction 

of the Citadel lasted from April 1850 to June 1854. The robust walls of the structure were 3-4 

meters wide and 12-16 meters high. An 80-meter-deep cistern provided the water supply in the 

courtyard to the residents of the citadel. After a long negotiation, on February 23, 1899, the 

army withdrew from the "Bastille on Gellert Hill” (Róbert 2020). 

 

With the disappearance of the fortress, as early as 1899-1900, new residents moved into the 

Citadel: “The capital could not do anything with the giant building and, so that it would not 

stand empty, allowed the police stationed on Gellert Hill to have a homestead there. This permit 

made the Citadel very popular among the police. […] At that time, 29 police families lived in 

it. Twenty-nine police officers, 28 women and 80 children. So until the question of the fate of 

the infamous citadel is decided, the capital handed it over to the police as free accommodation 

to increase the security of Buda's person and property.” (A Czitadella sorsa 1903, 11.) Family 

police officers (mostly those who served in the Buda parts) used the old dungeon's crew rooms 

as their residence. Examining the housing list of the Budapest Address and Housing Register, 

it can be seen that after 1904 the number of police residents dropped drastically. Probably one 

of the reasons for this was the introduction of rent subsidies within the police. By this time, also 

the homeless poor people evicted from the Gellert Hill shelters could be arbitrarily moved 

within the walls of the fort (A citadella új lakói, 1904). In 1905, due to protection against 

cholera, several residents of emergency homes were placed in the Citadel (A kolera 1905). By 

1908, there were almost no police residents left in the building. 

 

4. Police officers’ housing conditions in the first half of the 1920s 

According to the 1920 report of the chief captain, the regularized number of guards had not 

been fully filled for many years, and a constantly fluctuating but rather rising shortage of 600-

800 people could be detected. In 1921, instead of the regularized 4,500 people, which were to 

be achieved from a law enforcement point of view, the actual number was only 3,100, of which 

only 2,262 police officers performed street service (Jelentés 1921). Among the reasons, the 

conditions of the exponentially more difficult living conditions of the capital compared to the 

countryside, especially the lack of housing, were clearly marked. As the members of the guard 

crew, as before, were selected in large numbers from the rural agricultural stratum, it became 
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apparent that the police force could not be fully recharged until it was hampered by a housing 

shortage. 

  

Although three other barracks besides Mosonyi Street were in police use, they did not provide 

enough space. These buildings met the needs of the peace era when family police officers were 

able to maintain a sublease at a relatively reasonable price from the housing allowance allocated 

to them (A budapesti rendőrök lakásviszonyai 1925). Due to the shortage of staff in the capital, 

the police's overtime became so burdensome that it was almost necessary to fear the collapse 

of public order. In 1921, 719 police officers were hospitalized, in 2572 cases the police officer 

was discharged due to illness, and eleven deaths were also reported in the statistics. The police 

leadership also had to consider the fact that the rural man preferred to serve for the same salary 

in cities closer to his home and provide a better, cheaper livelihood than in Budapest. 

Candidates of urban origin (typically industrial and other skilled workers) continued to be 

treated with caution, as experience showed that they considered the police career only as a 

temporary source of livelihood and, if they had a better job, even at the cost of disciplinary 

retaliation, they left the police corps (Jelentés 1922). 

 

Most police officers who did not have access to housing in kind were crowded in musty 

basements, attics and public housing. There were also a large number of police officers renting 

beds who had virtually no housing. Between 1919 and 1925, a total of 6,000 people were trained 

as police officers in the capital, of which only 3,916 remained at the board because the others 

sought his dismissal, mostly because of the housing shortage. In 1925, there were still 467 

police officers without own flat in Budapest (A budapesti rendőrök lakásviszonyai 1925). The 

number of the needy was no more simply because, as part of a housing plan launched in 1920, 

the Minister of Welfare and his staff embraced the issue of “homeless police officers." Thanks 

to his measures, he built three barracks in the Zita military hospital area on Gyáli Street. He 

made them habitable, as well as on the housing estates established in these years: the Augusta 

settlement in Kőbánya, the Ehmann settlement in Cinkota, the Mária Valéria settlement and the 

Wekerle settlement in Kispest and also established about 120-150 apartments for police officers 

(ibid; Akció az őrszemélyzet lakásínségének enyhítésére 1927). In the treasury buildings used 

by the police, where possible, the number of rooms for official purposes was reduced, and the 

vacated rooms were converted into flats, such as the Fortuna Street building of the District I 

Police Headquarters, the Mosonyi barracks and the headquarters of Ferenc József square 

building. During the construction of a small apartment building in the capital, many police 
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officers also obtained housing through the intervention of the Minister of the Interior and Chief 

of Police János Török (Akció a budapesti rendőrőrszemélyzet lakásínségének megszüntetésére 

1927). 

 

In the first half of the 1920s, police committed more and more disciplinary offenses generated 

by a housing shortage. Police journals reported a - not unique - case where the wife, who 

remained in the countryside, called her husband, a young police officer moving to Budapest, 

useless because he could not find a suitable apartment in the capital. The head of the family 

began to drink in grief, which later led to domestic violence. Some police officers, on the advice 

of their relatives living in Pest, became illegal occupiers or victims of food fraudsters and 

irresponsible leases. In the cases listed, disciplinary experts highlighted the demoralizing effect 

of the housing shortage on the family: the father began to drink, the wife became unfaithful, the 

children became bored. Another category was a group of opportunistic police officers who 

waited until they got an apartment through their superiors' intercession and then immediately 

looked after another occupation. These homes allocated by the housing office were virtually 

lost to the police (Benedek 1925). 

 

By 1926, with the stabilization of the Hungarian currency (the crowns), economic uncertainty 

had disappeared, the balance of the state budget had been restored, and expenditures had barely 

exceeded revenues. The government started state constructions and mass house constructions. 

The Ministry of the Interior also developed a construction and building improvement program 

for the police, which made it possible to eliminate the greatest placement difficulties. Within 

this framework, it was possible to renovate and to expand the properties of the police stations 

of the rural towns and the Budapest district police stations and to purchase new buildings 

(Szelecsényi 1929). 

 

5. Police housing estates 

As a solution to police housing, the idea arose as early as 1920 that family police officers should 

be provided with settlements with which accommodation could be provided at a rate of 99% 

(Jelentés 1922). In 1925, this idea came to the fore again in an article: “It would be ideal to 

create a police station where police officers would live in a colony, away from other people. 

That would be invaluable to the social order.” (A budapesti rendőrök lakásviszonyai 1925, 2.) 

The first wave of the program launched in 1926 affected only the official buildings of the state 

police. Increasingly impatient voices from the political opposition drew attention to the 
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unbearable living conditions of the Budapest police. In May 1927, at the hearing of the Ministry 

of the Interior's budget, according to the representative of József Pakots, 700 police officers in 

Budapest were forced to rent beds and live among women and men under police supervision. 

And in some guardrooms, police officers can only rest in the same bed alternately every two 

hours. He also cites specific examples in his speech: “In a basement of the house at 18 

Grassalkovich Street, János Gazdag is forced to live with a woman, with her adult daughter, a 

waiter, another woman, her two children, and this woman is not reported and her name cannot 

be established. Policeman István Kovács XXIX lives in half of a kitchen with five people. Police 

Sergeant József Máté lives in a wooden chamber, far from Kelenföldi Avenue, with his family, 

where the rain drips. For many years, a sergeant lived in a room so wet with his family of seven 

that his three children have died in a lung attack, and since then his entire family has become 

lung-sick, which makes them incurable.” (Képviselőházi napló 1927, 2.) In his reply, Interior 

Minister Béla Scitovszky acknowledged the problem outlined. He stressed that the government 

is constantly striving to alleviate this serious condition, which is no longer permissible from a 

moral point of view. He demanded a loan of 1,100,000 pengos from the Minister of Finance, of 

which he wanted to build police homes of 100-150 flats as a first step. Following the Canadian 

model, he wanted to build suburban-style, villa-like one-story palaces, each consisting of four 

hygienic apartments. The Interior Minister rejected the idea of mass housing construction: 

according to him, at most, unmarried police officers could be placed in a barracks-like manner 

(ibid.). According to the official police newspaper, from the 4,000 guards, 550 married family 

police officers lived without an acceptable, ordinary apartment. Their family lived mainly in 

the countryside, with relatives, while the head of the family tried to thrive as a tenant. The police 

magazine drew attention to the dangers of depravity and indebtedness due to homelessness: "A 

police officer's apartment will be the last thing he spends money on, he wants to save money 

here, and he will look for the accommodations where he has to pay the least. His path leads to 

the suburban mass dwellings and slums, where he spends the night on relatively expensive 

money with people from the lower strata of society. These police officers contact those who live 

there, which can be detrimental to the police. Police officers living in public housing, 

apartments alone or with their families are barely able to pay the rent, as a result of which they 

will have debts. They have a dependent relationship with the people they should control.” 

(Akció a budapesti rendőrőrszemélyzet lakásínségének megszüntetésére 1927, 7-8.) 

 

The final settlement of the police housing issue took place between 1928 and 1929 with the 

construction of two small-house police housing estates, the equipment of which already met all 
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modern requirements. The first settlement, named after Governor Miklós Horthy, opened in 

November 1928. The settlement was in six thousand rectangles bordered by Fehérvár, Kanizsai 

and Fadrusz Streets, and the railway embankment running here. Eighty families and nearly 50 

unmarried police officers were housed in the six buildings of the settlement. The married police 

officers could occupy two rooms, a kitchen, a pantry, an anteroom, an apartment with a 

bathroom, and the unmarried could be accommodated in common rooms. The building for 

unmarried police officers shared bath and shower rooms, a library, reading rooms, gyms and 

medical offices. The comfort is complemented by hot water heating and hot water supply. Each 

residential building is one-storey, with two flats per staircase, a total of eight flats, with 

spacious, healthy rooms with balconies overlooking the grassy courtyard (Szelecsényi 1929; 

Felépült a rendőrtelep 1928). With this venture, it was managed to reduce the number of 

“homeless” police officers to 400. As early as the second half of 1928, the construction of the 

second, larger settlement on the Pest side, in Dagály Street, in line with the northern tip of 

Margaret Island, began, where were also restaurants, several shops and a police room. The first 

residents were able to move into the facility in November 1929 (Szelecsényi 1929; A Dagály-

uccai rendőri lakótelep 1929). From the beginning of the 1930s, the Dagály Street police station 

also housed a department that managed and supervised new police officers' training. 

  

Summary   

The Budapest police guards' adequate living space and living environment significantly 

improved the policemen’s living conditions while consolidating the police force's retaining 

power. Aspects of police placement also included geographical aspects of crime. By 

establishing housing estates as micro-communities, the Home Affairs Government sought to 

separate the police officer and his family from the criminalized elements, thereby strengthening 

internal discipline and minimizing the potential for disciplinary offenses. At the same time, it 

can be observed that the top-down creation of the living environment for police officers also 

served long-term service purposes: in addition to police officers housed in barracks, residents 

of smaller and larger police colonies provided a concentrated, rapidly mobilizable armed force 

for the corps. 
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